BE PART OF THE SOLUTION FOR YOUR SAFETY

WHAT YOU DO

- LIMIT CONTACT TIME WITH OTHERS
- LIMIT NUMBER OF WORKERS IN A DEFINED SPACE
- PRACTICE PHYSICAL DISTANCING
- OBEY ALL POSTED SAFETY SIGNS
- WASH HANDS UPON ENTRY AND FREQUENTLY THROUGHOUT THE DAY (SANITIZE IF SOAP/WATER IS NOT AVAILABLE)
- WEAR FACE COVERING

WHAT WE DO

- INCREASE AIR CIRCULATION AND TAKE OTHER METHODS TO REDUCE CHANCE OF AIRBORNE TRANSMISSION
- SANITIZE ALL SURFACES FREQUENTLY
- SET PHYSICAL DISTANCE PROTOCOLS
- WEAR FACE COVERINGS
- OBEY ALL OTHER POSTED SAFETY SIGNS

GET BACK TO WORK SAFELY

BTWS.ORG    AIHA.ORG

AIHA IS THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY SCIENCE PROFESSIONALS.
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